EVENT PROGRAM

Community Networking
Doors Open + Light Refreshments Served

Entertainment Programming
Performances from:
- Community Tribe Dance Group
- Jaylen

Welcome from Mutual Assistance Network
Welcoming statement and event details from Katy Robb, Mutual Assistance Network.

Opening Presentation
Opening presentation and remarks from:
- Stephen Walton, Community Advisor
- Lydia Gaby, Project Consultant from HR&A Advisors

Entertainment Programming
- Future Lao Generation Dance Group

Community Conversations
Participants will gather to discuss goals, challenges today, and what improved quality of life could look like along the MDP corridor in the action areas of: Live, Work, Shop, and Experience – and prioritize actions that can begin to create the desired changes over time.

Closing Remarks
Thank you and next steps from:
- Stephen Walton, Community Advisor
- Sean Loloee, District 2 Councilmember